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 Abstract:                                  „      ‟                                          

                                                            d grammar. It adopts a descriptive 

resear                                                                                            

                                                                                               

       d all their lives. Also, relevant literatures were consulted                                   

P     ‟                             L    ‟                                                      

      F                                          „      ‟:      „        ‟       „             ‟     

„           ‟;         ññ   „    ‟                                                               

        ‟                                                                                       

         „      ‟        d, k                                                    r conceptual 

         ;                  ññ   do not have extended meanings apart from their primary 

meanings. Furthermore, the analysis reveals that, k                                            ññ   is 

intransitive. This study contributes to the syntax                                                    

–                                                                                               

                           d, including their pragmatic aspects. 

Key words: V       „S     ‟              , Conceptual Meaning and Semantic Extension. 

  
1. Introduction 

The study of human science in the world, has revealed that there are five basic senses of perception 

(mainly in humans), which are: seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, and smelling. Languages of the 

world have words for the expression of the five senses of perception. For instance, based on several 

typological linguistic works done on the senses of perception in the languages of the world, it has 

been discovered that English (as a language), has separate words (verbs) for the five basic senses of 

perception (Viberg, 1983). Unlike English, not all languages have separate words (verbs) for the five 

senses of perception. For example, one of the African languages – Avatime (Kwa Niger-Congo 

language), has one verb – na for the four non-visual senses – hearing, touching, tasting, and 

smelling; and has a separate verb - mɔ for the sense of seeing (Putten, 2020). 

In some languages of the world, verbs of sensation (perception) have undergone semantic change 

(semantic extension) such as metaphorical, figurative, or literary usage. In other words, some verbs 

of sensation in some languages of the world have meaning extension; thus, their basic or conceptual 

meanings are extended semantically to cover a variety of meanings in languages; and are thus 

influenced by the culture of the languages. For example, English, is a typical example of the 

languages that have verbs of sensation with semantic extensions, which are discussed in the aspect of 

literature review of this paper. It is important to know about the verbs of sensory perception of 
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languages; to know about the linguistic features of such verbs; to know the linguistic differences and 

similarities that may exist among languages (especially, related languages). In line with this, this 

paper investigates the verbs of sensory perception, seeing        d, with the view to provide          

                                                                                                   

                                                                            d grammar. 

1.1.     d Language 

    d is the name of a language likew                                                  d is spoken as 

the main and dominant local language in Eket Local Government Area (LGA) (and in Esit Eket 

LGA) of Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria, which occupies the South-Central portion of Akwa Ibom State, 

with                                     :       ;       :                                         

    N        P                      d language is closely related to Ibibio, Efik, Anaang, Oro and 

Ibuno languages. It has dialectal differences with Ibibio and       L                                

                                                    I                                       :           

          d, spoken in Eket and Esit Eket LGAs respectively.  

Genetically, according to the linguistic clas                             d belongs to the Lower Cross 

subgroup family of the Delta group of the Cross River sub-branch of the New Benue-Congo branch 

of the Niger-Congo sub-family (Williamson, 1989). According to Connell (1994), the Lower Cross 

group s           N                                      -              I                             

                                     I           -            S    -W                 M           

                              d in the Lower Cross group of the Cross River sub-branch of Proto 

Benue-Congo of the Niger-Congo phylum (Williamson & Blench 2000).  

1.2. Statement of the Research Problem 

S                                                                                            

               d by some scholars such as Eyo (1998), Udoyo (2004), Urua et al. (2005), Udoyo & 

Wilson (2006), Udoeyo (2018), and Udoeyo & Inyang (2018). However, to the best of my 

knowledge, there is nothing yet done on the syntactic and semantic aspects of verbs of sensory 

pe                                                                  d syntax and semantics with the 

                                                   „      ‟                                          

extensional meanings, and transitivity.  

1.3. Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of this study are as follows: 

(i)                         „      ‟        d. 

(ii)                                                 „      ‟        d. 

(iii)                                                              „      ‟        d 

1.4. Significance of the Study 

                                                                                             „      ‟    

                                                                                                  

„      ‟        d. This                                                                              

                                                        d language. 

1.5. Scope of the Study 

                                                               d verbs of seeing. Also, it is limited to 

the use of basic constructions (such as declarative, imperative, and interrogative sentences) to 

determine the transitivity of the verbs of seeing        d. In addition, semantically, it focuses on the 

conceptual/denotative and other extended meanings of the verbs of seeing        d. 

2. Literature Review and Theoretical Framework 

In this section, we present the two semantic approaches of meaning, adopted to analyze the research 

data; and review the relevant literature on verbs of seeing in English. 
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2.1. Semantic Approaches of Meaning 

For the analysis of data in this work, this work adopts semantic approaches of meaning as its general 

framework. The approaches of meaning used in the analysis of the research data are, conceptual 

approach of meaning and generalization approach of meaning. 

2.1.1. Conceptual Approach: This approach deals with the conceptual meanings of words. 

Conceptual meaning is one of the meanings of words which was classified by Leech (1990). 

Conceptual meaning is the central or primary meaning of a word which is normally stable and not 

affected by contextual coloring or emotional overtones/feelings by either the speaker or hearer 

(Omego, 2011; Udoh et al., 2019). It is also known as the denotative, cognitive, logical, central, or 

even the primary meaning of a word (Udoh et al., 2019). According to Chaer (1994, p.292), 

denotative meaning is regarded as a central or core meaning of lexical item. For example, the word 

„    ‟                                        „         smaller size of body and not covered with 

          ‟  

2.1.2. Generalization Approach: According to Palmer (1988), in generalization, a word achieves a 

more general meaning as the meaning of a word expands when it is used in a different field. 

Therefore, it has a new meaning that is different from its original meaning. Thus, generalization 

                             ‟                                                                  

The meaning extension a word undergoes could be connotative (figurative/metaphorical), broadening 

             F                     : „   ‟                    „         ‟; „        ‟       „          ‟ 

                                               „     ‟                      „             ‟        

        : “G                                                      ”  S                                

those extended meanings (whether physical or metaphorical) of words. Thus, semantic extension of 

verbs has to do with the extended meaning of verbs from their central/primary/original meanings to 

other meanings, as discussed in the literature review.  

2.2. Related Literature Review 

2.2.1.       o  ‘    n ’ 

Languages of the world do have different verbs for the sense of perception of seeing. The verbs of 

seeing are verbs that are used to encode meaning to the sensory organ of perception – the eye, which 

involves the visuality of the eye in contact with entities. For instance, in English, verbs of seeing 

include see and look. The verbs see and look in English, have different ways of usage in grammatical 

constructions, to denote or express different meanings such as, conceptual, metaphorical, literary 

meanings, etc. The following sentences are from Filmore (2000): 

(1) John saw his girlfriend 

(2) John looked at his girlfriend 

In example (1), the sentence denotes an unintentional or unconscious action performed by the 

perceptor (subject) – John        „j   ‟                                   „   ‟                see), is 

conceptual in meaning, which means a physical perception of something/someone with the eyes. In 

example (2), the verb – look, denotes an intentional or conscious focus on an object of perception – 

his girlfriend, by the preceptor – John               j    „J   ‟                                       

his girlfriend with his eye   F                              „    ‟                                 

L    ‟                                    L              

Also, in English, Viberg (2008, p.124), gave a similar view of Filmore (2000) on the verbs of seeing, 

„   ‟     „    ‟  H                  „   ‟                         ;                „    ‟        

activity verb in the following constructions: 

(3) Peter saw the birds 

(4) Peter was looking at the birds (Viberg 2008, p.124) 

From the constructions provided by Viberg (2008, p.124) above, Viberg (2008) describes the subject 

„P    ‟                                                                                                
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                                                   ;              j    „P    ‟              4         

active agent, who consciously/intentionally focused his eyes on the birds (i.e., under controllable 

state). The meanings of the verbs, see and look, are conceptual              L    ‟              

conceptual meaning (Leech, 1990). Viberg (2008), also states that the subjects in both examples are 

    „E          ‟;                                                  j                                   

   „E          -          ‟                              F            V                             

     „    ‟       „Phenomenon-          ‟                                                 

phenomenon, which is the stimulant (subject)), as shown in example (5): 

(5) Peter looked happy 

In addition, Viberg (2008), presented a semantic grid of verbs of perception in English, as shown in 

table (1): 

Table 1: The Basic Grid for Verbs of Perception in English 

Sense 

modality 

Activity Experience Phenomenon-

based 

NEUTRAL Examine Perceive 

notice 

Seem 

SIGHT look at See Look 

HEARING listen to Hear Sound 

TOUCH Feel 

Touch 

Feel Feel 

TASTE Taste Taste Taste 

SMELL smell (at) 

sniff 

Smell Smell 

Source: Viberg (2008) 

In table (1), according to Viberg (2008), vertically, the words are displayed according to sense 

modality; horizontally, three major classes of verbs ae distinguished based on semantic roles. 

“E         ”                                               ; “        ”                       

                                                   ;           “P         -     ”                    

what is perceived (phenomenon). 

In English,                                               „   ‟  „   ‟                              

             P     ‟                              P                     : to understand (figurative); 

to realize, to predict; to determine; etc., as shown in the following examples: 

(6) Do you see what I mean? See            „             ‟  

(7)     ‟                                                 ‟   see. See             „          ‟  

(8) The oracle saw the destruction of the city. Saw             „         ‟ 

(9) I‟   come over later to see if I can fix your computer. See             „            ‟  

2.3. Gap filled in the Literature Review 

             “      ”                                              V                E       ;           

can be classified syntactically based on their transitivity potency. Thus, to know if they are: 

transitive; intransitive; or both transitive and intransitive. For instance, in example (3) by Viberg 

                 „   ‟                                          j    birds; in example (4), the verb 

„    ‟                                         q     j    birds, which is marked by the preposition at; 

thus, birds, is the object complement of the proposition at  I                        „    ‟     

                         ‟              object, but followed by subject complement happy. 

H                                                                                        „      ‟     

„        ‟                                                                                            
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                                       I                                                   „      ‟     

„        ‟                                      ‟             tle light on transitivity. 

2.4. Transitivity 

According to Crystal (1992, p.344), transitivity is a category used in the grammatical analysis of 

clause/sentence constructions to define the types of relationship between a verb and the presence or 

absence of object elements. Also, Hopper and Thompson (1980, p.251), states that, transitivity is 

                                                                                            „       -    ‟ 

   „           ‟                           ;                  in the traditional view thus necessarily 

                                  …                                   EFFE  IVE              

Nwachukwu (1983b) and Uwalaka (1988), argue that a distinction can be made between verbs which 

can take objects and those that cannot. In this way, they view transitivity with respect to verbs which 

can or cannot take objects. With respect to this, Ndimele (2010, pp.139 - 143), summarizes the 

transitivity potency of some verbs in Echie from the following examples: 

(10)           anụ 

        (Eze kill-PT meat) 

        „E                   ‟ 

(11)  a.            

        (Eze pr-eat-OVS-perf) 

        „E            ‟ 

       b.            ji 

        (Eze pr-eat-OVS-perf yam) 

        „E                ‟\ 

(12)           ọria   

          (Eze kill-FT sickness) 

          „E          ‟ 

(13)  a.  p           

(orangr pr-ripe-OVS-perf) 

„                  ‟ 

b.     ya chha uchha 

(shirt 3sPs be-white whiteness) 

„H                 ‟ 

(14) a.     gbara      

 (Eze shoot-FT gun) 

 „E              ‟ 

 b.             o         

 (Eze shoot-FT Ngozhi gun) 

 „E           N     ‟ 

 c.                

 (Eze shoot animal) 
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  d.            

  (Eze come-FT) 

  „E       ‟ 

From the above examples, Ndimele (2010), gave the following observations about the behaviour of 

the verbs in Echie: 

(i) The verb -gbu „    ‟                         q                                         j     V     

that behave lik -gbu „    ‟                                                    

(ii) The verb -ri „   ‟         w n animate agent as well as an affected covert as in (11a) or overt 

object as in (11b). Verbs like -ri „   ‟                              -gbu „    ‟                     

scale. 

(iii)The verb -gba „     ‟      4                                                  nt. It can also 

allow an affected object as in (14b) if its inherent complement is present. On the transitivity 

scale, -gba „     ‟                -achha „     ‟     -ria „       ‟                     -gbu „    ‟    

-ri „   ‟  

(i) A verb such as -ria „       ‟ in (12) takes a goal subject and an inherent complement which is 

not an affected object. Verbs in this category will be low on the transitivity scale. 

(ii) The verb -chha „     ‟                                                                      

affected object. It is placed a bit lower than -ria „       ‟                            

(iii)The verb -bia „    ‟       4                                j                                I     

therefore rated lowest on the transitivity scale. 

N      ‟                      vity of verbs in Echie, shows that verbs in languages can be examined 

do determine their degree of transitivity; to know whether they are transitive, intransitive or 

ambitransitive (both transitive and intransitive). 

3. Research Design/Sources of Data 

The research design that was used in this study is the descriptive research design which involves the 

use of both primary and secondary sources. The primary source involves collection of data by 

elicitation method from six competent adult (three men and three w                                 

                                                      d all their lives; while the secondary sources 

comprise relevant textbooks, journal articles, related research projects and articles from the internet 

for effective literature review. This research employed the necessary fieldwork materials for data 

collection. 

4. Data Presentation, Analysis and Discussion of Findings 

In this session, the data obtained for this study are presented and analyzed, including discussion of 

f                                               L    ‟                                          

    P     ‟                                                                                   

verbs of seeing                                                                   seeing          

4.1.       o  ‘    n ’  n     d 

I                      „      ‟                                                                      

are:  

(i)       „         ‟  

(ii) K        „                ‟  

(iii)M   „           ‟  

(iv)          „    ‟  
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             „      ‟        d presented above, are presented by different morphemes, but their 

                                                                                   L  ‟        

consider their usages and transitiveness (one after the other). 

4.1.1. K  d ‘   ,   n ’: I      d, the verb k  d, conceptually refers to the act of perceiving 

something/someone with the eyes. Thus, k  d, highlights the sense of vision which connects a 

perceptor with the object of perception. k  d                              : „   ‟     „    ‟  L  ‟  

consider some examples of constructions that show the use of k  d „   ‟       d, which are as follows: 

(15) a.       -   -k              

He 3sg. pst see book the 

 „H              ‟ 

 b.      -   -k              

 Goat 3sg. pst see book the 

 „                     ‟ 

c.       -   -k         

 He 3sg. pst see Emem 

 „H      E   ‟ 

d.      -   -k         

 Goat 3sg. pst see Emem 

 „             E   ‟ 

(16)         -   -k              

 Bag 3sg. pst see book the 

 „H              ‟ 

(17)        -   -k  d 

 He 3sg. pst see 

 „H     ‟ 

In example (15), it is observed that the verb k  d ‘see’, is a transitive verb, which takes on the noun 

phrases (objects of perception (direct objects)) –       „    ‟ [+ANIMATE];      „E    

               ‟ [+ANIMATE]. Semantically, the subjects,      „  ‟ [+ NIM  E]         „    ‟ 

[+ANIMATE], are the perceptors that perceive the objects,       „    ‟ and      „E              

     ‟                                                                              j              

eyes. That is, the perceptors      and    , are passive observers (i.e., agents that got in contact with 

the objects       and      (experiencers) via their eyes unintentionally); thus, the verb k  d is 

classified as an experience verb (cf. Viberg, 2008). In example (16), it is observed that the subject, 

      „   ‟ is [-ANIMATE], which has no eye to sight something (the object,           ‘  e     ’), 

which thus renders the construction ungrammatical. Also, in example (17), it is observed that the 

construction contains no object; which ends with the verb k  d „   ‟;                            

(ungrammatical) and questionable, to seek an answer to what the subject,      „  ‟ [+ NIM  E]  

saw. This affirms the fact that the verb k  d „   ‟                                               j       

as seen in example (15).  

Also, the verb k  d „   ‟                                     onotransitive (as seen in example (15), but 

can also be ditranstivive, in constructions with single subjects (c.f.18 & 19, and in constructions with 

two subjects (cf. 20), as shown in the following: 

(18)       -   -k                             

 He 3sg. pst see book the and bag the 
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 „H                          ‟ 

(19)       -   -k                          

 He 3sg. pst see Emem and Eno at home 

 „H      E        E          ‟ 

(20)                -  -  -k                    

 Emem and Eno 3pl. pst 3pl.see mother their at home 

 „E        E                           ‟ 

In addition, the verb k  d „   ‟  can occur with a subordinate clause, which can be used for a direct or 

immediate perception to indicate that the preceptor/perceiver witnessed the event described in the 

subordinate clause as shown in example (21). 

(21)       -    -k              -    -  -            

 He 3sg. pst see them as 3pl. prog. 3pl. eat food 

 „H                                   ‟ 

On the oth                  „    ‟                                      „    ‟          E               

means to discover something/someone being searched for or to locate. This meaning still conceptual; 

that is, it is an act of perceiving something/someone with the eyes after being searched for. For 

example, we have: 

(22)         -   -k              

 He 3sg. pst find book the 

 „H                ‟ 

I                                   ‟                                  j                            

the verb – k    ‘fi  ’ is described as locative verb. 

Furthermore, the verb k  d „        ‟        d, also has extended meanings; thus, meanings that differ 

from its conceptual meanings as presented and analyzed as follows: 

 The Semantic Extension of             n     d: The verb –      „   ‟                             

extended meanings: 

(i) K  d,    „                        ‟  F                   : 

(23).       -    - k                  

 He 3sg. pst. see hardship in market 

 (He saw hardship in the market) 

 „H  experienced                       ‟ 

In example (23), it is observed that the verb k  d                                „               

                    ‟                 „                        ‟                                  k  d 

„         ‟                                               „             ‟   

(ii) k  d,    „             ‟  F                   : 

(24)       - k             - s   -  -     

 He 3sg. see what Emem 3sg. prog. 3sg. say 

 (He sees what Emem is saying) 

 „H                   E             ‟ 

In example (24), it is observed that the verb k  d [         ]                               „   

          ‟ 
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(iii) K  d,    „          ‟: I      d, the verb k  d [see or find]                                   „           

         ‟  which is different from its sense of visual perception, as seen in example (38). 

(25)                -    - k               -   -     -   -    -   

 Day one, you 2sg. fut. see that what you 2sg. pst. do 3sg. pst. good Neg 

 (One day, you                                ‟        

  „O                                               ‟      ‟ 

(iv) K  d,    „                     ‟:                k  d from its conceptual meaning of physical 

perception, can be extended to the mental perception to m    „                     ‟                  

with the mind, imagination, or dream. For example, we have: 

(26)       -       -    - k                       „N      ‟ 

 Priest  3sg. pst. see something about flood in Nigeria 

 (The priest saw something about flood in Nigeria) 

„                                              N      ‟ 

(v) K  d,    „                ‟  F                   : 

(27) a.       -    -     -   - k         

 Emem 3sg. pst. go 3sg. pst. see him 

 (Emem went and saw him) 

 „E                            ‟ 

b. K     K                          ñ 

  Go and see elder sister your in village 

 (Go and see your elder sister in the village) 

 „G                                                 ‟ 

(vi) K  d,    „       ‟  F         e, we have: 

(28) a.      -   - k               

 You 3sg. pst. observe event the 

 „D                         ‟  

4.1.2. K        ‘loo ,    ’: I      d,      means, to try to see something/someone; or pay attention to 

                          ‟     s. In this meaning, the perceptor focuses attention directly to the 

object of perception with eyes. Thus, the preceptor is active because, he/she consciously focuses 

his/her eyes on the object of perception. The verb –     , is an activity verb. Also, in     d,      

‘l   /see’ is a transitive verb, which takes on a noun phrase as its direct object in both declarative 

and imperative constructions. It is important to note that the subjects of the verb      ‘l   /see’, are 

animate because, the verb      ‘l   /see’, conceptually has to do with a contact with the eye(s); 

whereas the objects of the verb      ‘l   /see’, can be either animate or inanimate. Examples are: 

(29)  a.       -    -         

 He 3sg. pst look them 

 „H                ‟ 

 b.       - -                 

 He 3sg. look tree that 

 „H                         ‟ 

(30) a. K             m 
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 look/see person this 

 „L                      ‟ 

b.                     

 Look/see book his (here) 

 „                           ‟ 

In the examples above, it is observed that the verb –      „            ‟, is transitive; and that its usage 

in declarative and imperative constructions are grammatical. Whereas the verb – k  d „         ‟    

    d, cannot occur grammatically in an imperative construction that denotes its conceptual meaning 

as a verb of vision (as shown in example 31), except in an extended form (as shown in example 32): 

(31) *k              m 

 See book this 

 „S            ‟ 

(32) K     K                         d  ñ 

  Go and see elder sister your in village 

 „G                                                 ‟ 

In example (31), it is seen that the verb – k  d „   ‟                                                    

its meaning is semantically extended to mean som                  „        ‟    „       ‟     

illustrated in example (32). 

 The Semantic Extension of       n      : The verb –      „         ‟                        

meanings which are literary, apart from its original meaning. Thus, the verb –    ñ „         ‟    

                                         :  

(i)          „                     ‟  F                   : 

(33) K                            -     

 Go and see if clothe that 3sg. dry 

 (Go and see if that clothe has dried) 

 „G                                                    ‟ 

(ii)          „            ‟  F                   : 

(34)_       -          -   - k      -         

 Let 1sg. see if 1sg. fut. can 1sg. go market 

 (Let me see, if I could go to the market) 

 „L                   I                       ‟  

  

(iii) Kiiñ     „                            ‟  F                   : 

(35) K    -                 

 D  ‟                         

  D  ‟                        

 „D  ‟                      ‟  

(iv)     ,    „             ‟ F                   : 

(36)                      -    

 Please, look after child the 1sg for 
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 „P                                  ‟  

(v)     ,    „        ‟ F                   : 

(37)      -   -                 

 You 3sg. pst. watch event the 

 „D                       ‟ 

I                                             „    ‟     „    ‟                     „  ‟     „    ññ  ‟     

                                                                         „    ‟        d (unlike in 

English), cannot be used to express complement of the subject (stimulant) as shown in example (38): 

(38)       -            

 Eno 3sg. look happy 

 „E              ‟ 

4.1.3. Mǒ  abl  to     : The verb –  ǒ, denotes an ability of seeing something/somebody; or a state 

                                             ‟        I                                              

declarative and interrogative constructions, but not in imperative construction. Examples are: 

(39) a.       - k     -         

 He 3sg. Aux 3sg. see something 

 „H                  ‟ 

 b.       -   -         

 He 3sg. use see something 

 „H                        

c.        -    -                

 I 1sg. have see something that 

 „I                     ‟ 

(40)       - k     -                     

 You 3sg Aux 3sg see what write there 

 „                                 ‟ 

(41) *M               

 see something that 

 „S                 ‟ 

4.1.4. Ny  ññ   ‘p  p’: The verb – ny  ññ   „    ‟                                    hing/somebody 

through a narrow opening in order not to be seen or noticed while looking. It is usually intransitive. 

Thus, it occurs without an object of perception. For example, we have: 

(42)       -  -ny  ññ                         

 He 3sg. pst peep through hole on wall the 

 „H                                       

U         E                         „    ‟                                         j                   

ny  ññ   „    ‟        d cannot occur as shown in example (43): 

(43)       -   - ny  ññ              

 You 3sg. pst. peep event the 

 „D                      ‟ 
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I           4                              d, the verb ny  ññ   „    ‟                                  

direct object of perception; it thus makes the sentence ungrammatical. 

I            „    ññ  ‟                       „    ‟                                              

construction as shown in example (44):  

(44) Ny  ññ                                    

 peep look, what are they 3pl. do in place that 

 „P                                        ‟ 

4.2. Results and Discussion of Findings 

In section 4.1, we presented and analyzed the verbs of seeing        d, which are: 

k  d „                „              ;  ǒ „           ‟;     ny  ññ   „    ‟; 

In the analyses, we illustrated their transitiveness, central (conceptual/denotative) meanings, and 

extended (literary/metaphorical) meanings. On the aspect of verbs of seeing, the analysis has shown 

that the four verbs of seeing        d (k                  ny  ññ  ), syntactically, three are transitive 

verbs, while one is intransitive, as shown in table (2) below: 

Table 2: The Transitivity of Verbs of Seeing  n     d 

Transitive Intransitive 

k  d „          

     „               

   „           ‟; 

ny  ññ   „    ‟ 

 

The analysis also shown that the two verbs of seeing          „k  d and     ‟                      

(extended meanings) apart from their conceptual (primary/original) meanings pertaining to visual 

perception (cf. 4.1.1);         „mǒ‟     „ny  ññọ ‟      ot have, as shown in table (3): 

Table 3: Meaning Extension of Verbs of Seeing  n    d 

Verb 

(Conceptual Meaning) 

Extended Meaning 

k  d „          to witness or experience; to understand; to 

realize; to predict or foresee; to visit/meet; to 

observe. 

     „               check/examine/find out; to determine; to stir 

at; to look after; something/someone. 

   „           ‟ Nil 

ny  ññ   „    ‟ Nil 
 

                                d, the verb      „              ‟                                ement 

of the subject (stimulant) (cf. 51).  

5. Conclusion 

                                     „      ‟          I                                               

   „      ‟: k    ‘        ‟,      „             ‟,  ǒ „           ‟; and ny  ññ   „    ‟              

                                     „      ‟                                       j          

animate/inanimate entities as objects of perception, which help to determine their transitivity (be it 

transitive or intransitive). The analysis                          „      ‟                           

meanings apart from their conceptual meanings; though not all do have extended meanings (such as 

 ǒ „           ‟     ny  ññ   „    ‟   

Having undergone this research, this study contributes to                                            

       d verbs of sensory perception – seeing                                                     

                                                              d. 
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